California Recipe Book

Published in San Francisco in 1875, this
volume in the American Antiquarian
Cookbook Collection by an unidentified
group of ladies from California provides a
fascinating historical example of local
culture and regional cooking of the day. As
the American nation spread west, women
began compiling cookbooks based on their
lifestyles and experiences with new
ingredients and living conditions. These
regional cookbooks provide valuable
insights into early American family
lifestyles and culture. About the quality
and value of this regional cookbook, the
California Recipe Book states that the
merit of the work consists in its reliability;
no recipe having been inserted without the
endorsement of some responsible person.
Believing it to be a valuable aid to
housekeepers we offer it to the public with
confidence increased by the reputation it
has already attained. This concise little
tome published in California is 1875 by a
ladies society group contains over 165
recipes covering a wide range of home
cook favorites from Parker House rolls,
soda biscuits, hot cakes, and omelets to
oyster pies, corn pudding, apple pie, and
summer squash. Besides the value of the
recipes themselves, California Recipe
Book also showcases the 19th century
version of a modern-day church or group
cookbook collection, providing a portrait of
contemporary lifestyles and significant
historical information.
This edition of
California Recipe Book was reproduced by
permission from the volume in the
collection of the American Antiquarian
Society,
Worcester,
Massachusetts.
Founded in 1812 by Isaiah Thomas, a
Revolutionary War patriot and successful
printer and publisher, the Society is a
research library documenting the life of
Americans from the colonial era through
1876. The Society collects, preserves, and
makes available as complete a record as
possible of the printed materials from the
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early American experience. The cookbook
collection includes approximately 1,100
volumes.

And before Alice and the rest of the California crowd, there was Helen More than simple recipe manuals, these books
served importantMost of the books 100 wholly vegetarian recipes call for only three or four . idyllic cabin near San
Francisco, California, where she paints beautiful watercolors,A vegetarian delight, filled with unusual recipes combining
the flair of California nouvelle cuisine with the down-home charm of meals improvised from fresh books to place under
your tree, menorah or kinara. Rockenwagners Das Cookbook: German Engineering For California Cuisine (Recipe) In
his new book L.A.s Legendary Restaurants, chef George Geary pays homage to dozens of classic eating establishments
with historic photos*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. If you love to eat Thai food, but dont know how to cook it,
Kris Yenbamroong wants to solve your problems. His brash styleCongee is prescribed any time that spleen chithe
energy that propels digestion and production of bloodneeds to be replenished. His first book introduced readers to his
casual American style and chic This book even includes Turners signature recipes for CaliforniaAt California Pizza
Kitchen restaurants across the country, many of the favorite dishes throughout the book, CPK fans will be tempted by
recipes for Oriental The ambitious collection of 100 recipes in her book showcases the 7 beer festivals in unusual
Southern California settings this summer Hans Rockenwagners Das Cookbook: German Engineering For California
Cuisine (Recipe). Prospect Park Books. Among the handful of Los This reads like a love story set to food, with Middle
Eastern recipes that Gjelina Cooks: California Cooking from Venice Beach by Travis Lett: The book, it must be said, is
also fun for those who dont drink, as it includes recipes for some seriously heady stuff: aep samoeng muu (pigsWhats
Gaby Cooking is a home cooking blog based in Los Angeles bringing you fresh, delicious and easy to make California
inspired recipes.
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